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    My summer has been spent working on book 3 in the
Optionals series. The first draft is done and currently with
a content editor. In this story Alexis has an in-season
injury. This is one of the most heartbreaking experiences
for a gymnast and I hope I do the story justice.
     What else is new? Brother's Have Talent, Too will be out
in audiobook in August. I will be giving away at least eight
free audiobooks. I also released a 4-book collection so
readers can order all 4 books at a discount from Amazon.
This will be especially beneficial for international friends.
      In this issue we also have our Readers of the Month
and a fun word search. Happy Summer Reading!

From the Author
MELISA TORRES
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Newest Audiobook!

We have a new audiobook coming out!
Brothers Have Talent, Too will be

available on August 8th! But wait...eight
free audiobooks will be given away on
the same day! All you have to do is be

signed up for our newsletter! 
If you are not opted-in, go to

melisatorres.com/connect.html and
enroll to recieve our newsletter.

July Reader of the Month, Riley!

Meet Riley! Riley is a JO Level 7 gymnast
who absolutely loves bars and floor. She
also LOVES the Perfect Balance books!
When she's not reading, she's attending
Girl Scouts, eating burgers, or collecting
pins. She also likes hanging out with her
3 siblings. They all do gymnastics too! So
cool! Her favorite colors are blue and
pink. Great choices! We are so glad you
are enjoying the series, keep up the
reading, Riley!
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August Reader of the Month, Taylor!
Meet Taylor! Taylor is a USAG Xcel Gold gymnast
who also likes drawing, swimming, and playing with
her friends. She want to be a Disney animator when
she grows up. So cool! Chloe has a Hamster named
Hammy and a cavapoo named Daisy. Cute! She also
has too sisters that do gymnastics as well. Chloe's
favorite Perfect Balance Gymnastics Book is
Brothers Have Talents, Too and her favorite
character is Alexis. Taylor says she loves the series
because of the humor and the storyline. She
appreciates that it's different in every book. 
Thank you, Taylor for being our reader of the month!
Enjoy your summer!

Introducing our new

Book Collection

We created a book
collection of the Level 3

Series! Shipping is
fulfilled through Amazon

to make it more
accessible to people all
over the world! Be sure

to order one for the
gymnast in your life!  
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facebook.com/pbgseries
@perfectbalancegymbooks

If you would like this newsletter
emailed to you, sign up at
melisatorres.com/connect.html

melisatorres.com


